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STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN CUM GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR
ENHANCING OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
In light of these adverse conditions, the Group has
taken proactive steps to arrest the decline in its profit
margin. The Group has embarked on several cost
rationalisation initiatives including the introduction of
production process automation to lower the cost of
production. It is also constantly upgrading its facilities
to improve product quality and focusing all efforts
in promoting the “TFM” brand name. Resources for
this purpose came in the form of a RM1,000,000
grant from Malaysian External Trade Development
Corporation (“MATRADE”), putting the Group on a
level playing field with the core established brand
names in the industry which command some
premium in their selling prices. In the medium term,
competition from low cost manufacturers would
have a lesser impact to the business of the Group.
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n behalf of the Board of Directors,
it is my pleasure to present to you
the Annual Report and the audited
financial statements of the Group and the Company
for the financial year ended 31 December 2006.
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
For the financial year ended 31 December 2006, the
Group recorded a 58% increase in revenue yearon-year to RM32.20 million. The Group recorded a
profit before taxation of RM7.06 million compared
with RM5.60 million (excluding negative goodwill)
in the previous financial year. This represents
an improvement in profit before taxation of
approximately 26%. The growth in profit came mainly
from Techfast Manufacturing Sdn. Bhd. (“Techfast
Manufacturing”), the maiden profit by Techfast
Precision (SIP) Co. Ltd. and contributions from
two other subsidiaries, namely, Techfast Precision
Sdn. Bhd. (“Techfast Precision”) and Techfast
Technologies Sdn. Bhd. (“Techfast Technologies”)
which commenced operations during the year.
Despite the increase in revenue, the Group’s profit
margin was eroded by some 7% when compared with
the previous financial year. During the financial year
under review, the global fastener industry became
increasingly competitive due to the emergence
of low cost manufacturers in China. The Group,
like most businesses, was affected by increasing
oil prices and escalating raw material costs which
were however, not passed on to our customers.
The impact from these prevailing factors were most
noticeable in the traditional business of catalogue
sales of standard parts by the Group.
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The Group is constantly exploring expansion
opportunities through joint ventures or strategic
acquisitions to close the gaps which will enable us to
achieve long term business goals. It is also looking
at ways to take advantage of the existing vast
marketing network of our substantial shareholder,
Trifast plc (“Trifast”), for sustainable growth over the
coming years. The expected increase in demand
for non-catalogue fasteners for use in liquid crystal
display (“LCD”) and plasma TVs will correspond
with higher sales and healthier profit margins. We
look forward to the current financial year that will be
both challenging and rewarding in many areas.
CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
On 30 November 2006, Trifast, a major market
player in the global fastener industry, acquired a
substantial stake of 38 million shares, representing
about 25% in the share capital of the Company. The
transaction is expected to be mutually beneficial to
both parties. Trifast, which is listed on the London
Stock Exchange, is able to expand its Far East
manufacturing presence and its cost-efficient
network. The Techfast Group will be able to benefit
by leveraging on an enlarged distribution network
while complementing the product range of Trifast.
As such, Techfast is set on a solid base for its next
phase of growth.
INDUSTRY TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENT
The Group has a strong hold on the market as
fastener supplier that is exposed to the growth
industries of LCD and plasma TVs. The growth
in sales of LCD and plasma TVs is expected to
continue as declining prices make these high end
electronic items more affordable.
The Japan Electronics and Information Technology
Industries Association (JEITA) predicted a sharp rise
in demand for LCD televisions in the coming years.
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STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN CUM GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR (CONTINUED)
It expects the total market for LCDs to grow to 106.2
million units by the year 2011. This would account
for about 53% of all colour television demand in that
year. As for plasmas, JEITA expects an average of
18.5% rise in demand annually over the next five
years. This would bring the total plasma market to
22.8 million units by 2011.
The Group is encouraged by the bright outlook for
the industry, and its confidence is reinforced by the
recent sales enquiries which are mainly related to
use of fasteners in LCD and plasma TVs.
There is growing concern globally that the US
economy will be heading for a slowdown in the year
2007. We believe that our business is sufficiently
hedged in its exposure to high growth economies
such as China and Eastern Europe. In this regard,
the Group is on track to meet internal sales growth
targets for the year 2007.
OPERATION REVIEW
The two new wholly-owned subsidiaries, Techfast
Precision and Techfast Technologies have
commenced operations in April 2006. Techfast
Precision is engaged in the manufacture of
specialised turning parts to complement the
Group’s product range while Techfast Technologies
concentrates on the manufacture of various types
of panel fasteners. Techfast Precision and Techfast
Technologies have made maiden profit before
taxation for the financial year of RM1,117,661 and
RM167,539 respectively.
Techfast Plating Sdn Bhd (“Techfast Plating”), a 80%
owned subsidiary, which was set up to concentrate
on electroplating/surface treatment services began
operations in October 2006. With greater control over
the quality of electroplating, the Group can assure
our customers of its product quality marketed under
the brand name of “TFM”. Techfast Plating made a
loss of RM100,707 for the financial year due mainly
to initial start up costs.
As part of the Group’s market expansion strategy,
operations were set up in Thailand recently and
commercial production has commenced at the time
of writing this report. Techfast Precision (Thailand)
Co. Ltd., a 55% owned subsidiary, acquired a factory
premises towards the end of the year and initial
production capacity was set at 4.5 million pieces per
month with 30 single spindle machines. This allows
the Group’s operations to be geographically closer
to the supply chain of its customers.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
STATEMENT
The Techfast Group operates as a responsible
and ethical corporate citizen, ensuring its business
practices comply with general respect for its
environment, community, employees, customers
and suppliers. For the financial year ended 31
December 2006, it made a general donation of
RM10,000 to Lion ASM Foundation, a charitable
organisation. The Group continuously evaluates
its contribution to the community as part of its
corporate goals.
INDUSTRY EXCELLENCE AWARD
It is my pleasure to announce that Techfast
Manufacturing was once again during the financial
year declared as one of the winners of the Golden
Bull Award 2006 organised by Nanyang Siang Pau
for the third consecutive year.
DIVIDEND
The Board has recommended a first and final tax
exempt dividend of 1.5 sen per ordinary share for
shareholders’ approval at the forthcoming Annual
General Meeting.
Although the Company is engaged in a high
growth phase within a dynamic industry and would
require all available resources for expansion, the
Board is mindful of providing reasonable return on
investment to its shareholders.
APPRECIATION
On behalf of the Board, I wish to welcome Mr. James
Charles Barker to the Board as Non-Independent
Non-Executive Director. Mr. Barker, who represents
the interest of Trifast, was appointed to the Board
on 28 December 2006. He brings with him 35
years of experience in the fastener industry which
will without doubt make a positive contribution to
our Group’s business.
I also wish to express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation to the employees and the management
team for their contribution and dedication to meeting
the goals of the Group. I would also like to take this
opportunity to thank our shareholders, customers,
distributors, business associates, bankers for their
continued support and commitment towards the
Group.
Yap Yoon Sing
Chairman cum Group Managing Director
11 April 2007
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CORPORATE INFORMATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chairman cum Group Managing Director
Yap Yoon Sing
Executive Directors
Fong Kok Leong
Lim Tock Ooi
Non-Independent Non-Executive Director
James Charles Barker
Independent Non-Executive Directors
Yap Kok Ching
Gan Ping Shou @ Gan Ping Sieu
AUDIT COMMITTEE
Chairman
Yap Kok Ching
Members
Gan Ping Shou @ Gan Ping Sieu
Lim Tock Ooi
NOMINATION COMMITTEE
Chairman
Gan Ping Shou @ Gan Ping Sieu
Members
Yap Kok Ching
Yap Yoon Sing
REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
Chairman
Yap Kok Ching
Members
Lim Tock Ooi
Gan Ping Shou @ Gan Ping Sieu
OPTION COMMITTEE
Chairman
Yap Yoon Sing
Members
Yap Kok Ching
Gan Ping Shou @ Gan Ping Sieu
AUDITORS
GEP Associates (AF 1030)
Chartered Accountants
25 Jalan PJU 1/42A Dataran Prima
47301 Petaling Jaya Selangor
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LISTING
MESDAQ Market of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad
Stock Name : TECFAST
Stock Code : 0084
COMPANY SECRETARIES
Choong Lee Lan (MIA 20842)
Chin Ooi Wee (LS 006616)
REGISTERED OFFICE
Suites 7.21 & 7.22
7th Floor, Imbi Plaza
Jalan Imbi
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel : 03-2142 3584
Fax : 03-2142 0327
HEAD OFFICE
No. 11 Jalan Pasaran 23/5
Seksyen 23, 40300 Shah Alam
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel : 03-5548 5112
Fax : 03-5548 5113
E-mail : techfast@pd.jaring.my
Website : www.techfast.com.my

SPONSOR
AmInvestment Bank Berhad
(formerly known AmMerchant Bank Berhad)
22nd Floor Bangunan AmBank Group
55 Jalan Raja Chulan
50200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel : 03-2026 3939
Fax : 03-2381 1780
SHARE REGISTRAR
Epsilon Registration Services Sdn Bhd
312 3rd Floor Block C Kelana Square
17 Jalan SS 7/26
47301 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel : 03-7806 2116
Fax : 03-7806 1261
PRINCIPAL BANKERS
Hong Leong Bank Berhad
AmBank Berhad
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CORPORATE STRUCTURE
TECHFAST HOLDINGS BERHAD
Company No. 647820-D
Incorporated in Malaysia

100%

100%

100%

Techfast Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
Company No. 481838-T
Incorporated in Malaysia

Techfast Precision Sdn Bhd
Company No. 703432-V
Incorporated in Malaysia

Techfast Technologies Sdn Bhd
Company No. 707821-U
Incorporated in Malaysia

Techfast Precision (SIP) Co. Ltd
Company No. 022273
Incorporated in the People’s
Republic of China

100%

80%

Techfast Plating Sdn Bhd

55%

Techfast Precision
(Thailand) Co. Ltd

Company No. 744992-T
Incorporated in Malaysia

Incorporated in Thailand

100%

Techfast International Sdn Bhd
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